We show that a metastable η-pairing superconducting phase can be induced by photodoping doublons and holes into a strongly repulsive fermionic Hubbard model. The doublon-hole condensate extends over a wide range of doublon densities and effective temperatures. Different non-equilibrium protocols to realize this state are proposed and numerically tested. We also study the optical conductivity in the superconducting phase, which exhibits ideal metallic behavior, i.e., a delta function at zero-frequency in the conductivity, in conjunction with negative conductivity at large frequencies. These characteristic optical properties can provide a fingerprint of the η-pairing phase in pump-probe experiments.
Introduction -Non-equilibrium phenomena hold the promise of creating new phases of matter and selectively enhancing different orders [1] [2] [3] [4] . One of the most tantalizing findings in the field is the possible light-induced superconductivity in strongly correlated materials [5, 6] . Various theoretical works have attempted to explain its microscopic origin in different situations [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . In addition to ideas based on Floquet engineering of electronphonon and electron-electron interactions, one may contemplate the interesting possibility that η-pairing plays a role in these scenarios.
The η-pairing mechanism, which has originally been proposed for generating exact eigenstates of the fermionic Hubbard model on a bipartite lattice [16] , leads to offdiagonal long-range order (ODLRO) and a staggered superconducting pairing field. In the attractive Hubbard model, η-pairing exists in a family of metastable states [16] and can be rotated to s-wave superconducting orders using the SO(4) symmetry and non-equilibrium protocols [17] [18] [19] [20] . In the even more intriguing repulsive case, the thermal ground state is dominated by antiferromagnetic correlations at half-filling, but a long-lived η-pairing superconducting phase is known to form in the extreme limit when the lattice is filled only by empty and doubly occupied sites (holes and doublons) and with no singly occupied sites [21] . Recent theoretical proposals predict that one can reach large doublon densities d > 1/4 by photodoping a Mott insulator with doublon-hole pairs [22, 23] , and it is therefore tempting to realize longrange η-pairing in condensed matter systems simply by photodoping. Weak photodoping of doublon-hole pairs into the half-filled Mott state has been shown to slightly enhance the local pairing susceptibility for both regular s-wave superconductivity and η pairing [22, 24] . Furthermore, recent studies on finite Hubbard chains have demonstrated that η-pairing can be pumped up in the Mott insulating phase [25] by taking advantage of the symmetry structure of Hubbard model, and enhanced by suppressing the competing antiferromagnetic correlations [26] . In the thermodynamic limit away from the extreme limit of no singly occupied states, however, the fate of the symmetry broken phase is unclear, as are the potential protocols to reach photodoped states with sufficiently low entropy, and the observable properties of this putative photo-induced phase, such as the optical response.
In the Mott phase, a non-equilibrium state with excess doublons and holes is exponentially long lived [21, 27, 28] . Fast intraband thermalization processes can therefore eliminate detailed memory on the specific photodoping protocols, and leave a state which is characterized only by the doublon density d and an effective temperature T eff . We exploit this fact to scan the non-equilibrium phase diagram by preparing photodoped states at given d and T eff as steady states in which doublons and holes are injected through weakly coupled auxiliary particle reservoirs. In a wide range of d and T eff we find an η-superconducting phase, which emerges due to the intrinsic superexchange mechanism of the doublon-hole liquid. We demonstrate that this phase exhibits ideal metallic behavior as well as the Meissner effect, and we discuss explicit time-dependent protocols to reach low enough doublon temperatures T eff and large enough densities d for η-pairing. Our results unveil a prominent η-pairing phase induced by photodoping with clear signatures in the optical properties, which may be detectable in pumpprobe experiments.
Model -We consider the repulsive Hubbard Hamiltonian on a bipartite lattice at half-filling ( n = 1),
with hopping t 0 and interaction U ; t 0 = 1 sets the energy scale in the following. This Hamiltonian is invariant under two related SU (2) transformations. In addition to the spin-sector SU (2) transformation generated by spin angular momentum operators, the charge-sector SU C (2) transformation is locally generated by the following η op- 
where θ i = ±1 in the two sublattices. While η z simply measures the electron occupation, nonzero η x , η y defines an η-pairing state with staggered superconducting order parameter. The η operators act in a nontrivial way on the local doublon (|↑↓ ) and hole (|0 ) states, while the spin operator S i = The model is considered on the infinitely coordinated Bethe lattice with non-interacting bandwidth 4t 0 , where it can be exactly solved using non-equilibrium Dynamical Mean-Field Theory (DMFT) [29, 30] , both for the real time dynamics under time-dependent driving protocols, and for non-equilibrium steady states. Assuming two inequivalent sublattices, the model is mapped to two selfconsistent Anderson impurity models, which are solved using the non-crossing approximation [31] . The resulting DMFT equations in the Nambu Keldysh formalism are similar to those of staggered antiferromagnetism and s-wave superconductivity, and are presented in the Appendix [32] .
To prepare a photodoped nonequilibrium steady state in which doublon-hole pairs are injected into a Mott insulator, we consider a coupling to auxiliary external fermion baths at each lattice site through
where g is the coupling constant between lattice electrons d iσ and bath electrons c iασ and α labels different baths and bath levels of energy ε α . We take into account two separate fermion baths of half-bandwidth W = 2 with hybridization density of states
The bath D ± is shifted by ±U/2, and the corresponding chemical potential is shifted by ±µ b . Such a bath-coupling results in the injection of electrons into the upper Hubbard band and the absorption of electrons out of the lower Hubbard band. Because of the exponentially long lifetime of the excess doublons and holes in the Mott insulator, large doublon occupancies d = n ↑ n ↓ in the steady state can be reached with relatively small bath couplings Γ, making the properties of the nonequilibrium steady state weakly dependent on the precise density of states of the bath, and thus similar to the photodoped state in an isolated system [30] .
Results -The preparation of photodoped states via bath doping is illustrated in Fig. 1(a) , for U = 8 and A weak pairing field h x = 0.0001 is then applied to measure the η-susceptibility χ η = − η x /h x . The η susceptibility in the resulting photodoped states for a scan with varying µ b are plotted in Fig. 1(b) . It clearly shows the formation of an η-SC phase for large photodoping with d 0.3, where the susceptibility is enhanced to almost 10 4 . As already revealed in previous works [24] , also the s-wave superconductivity is enhanced upon photodoping, but it remains orders of magnitude below χ η . By also varying the inverse bath temperature β b and thus implicitly β eff = 1/T eff , we obtain different scans which can then be combined into a phase diagram 3 ) and a guide to the eye. The negative temperature region is obtained from the positive one by reflection.
( Fig. 2) , showing χ η as a function of d and β eff . The phase boundary between the normal and η-pairing phase around d 0.3 and β eff 6.0 can be roughly identified, except for very large doping d ∼ 0.5 or low temperature due to the difficulty of precisely controlling β eff in these regimes.
Close to the equilibrium half-filled state at d = 0, we have also sketched the antiferromagnetic phase, which is known to persist for weak photodoping but is quickly destroyed due to the formation of string-like excitations through doublon (hole) hopping [33] [34] [35] . (DMFT gives a stability range of d 0.05 for the antiferromagnetic phase under photodoping in the same model [36] .) Apparently, the η-pairing phase persists under photodoping for a much larger doping range d as compared to antiferromagnetism. To explain this fact, we refer to the strong-coupling limit. For U t 0 , the large potential energy ∼ U of charge excitations results in an exponentially long lifetime of the photodoped state [27, 28] . By projecting out doublon-hole creation and recombination processes using a Schrieffer-Wolff transformation [21, 37] , an effective theory can be obtained, in which a doublonhole liquid with exchange interaction − ij J ex η i · η j couples to a singlon liquid with AFM exchange interaction ij J ex S i · S j , where J ex = 2t to charge excitations in the ferromagnetic background. The larger stability of the η-pairing then follows because the hopping of charge excitations in the FM phase does not create strings of defects in the ordered background, in contrast to the AFM phase, where this effect contributes significantly to the destruction of staggered spin ordering [33, 35] . In addition, we remark that the sign reversal of U under the particle-hole transformation is equivalent to the effect of negative temperature, leading to a negative temperature phase diagram which may be realized through strong external driving [38] , see lower half of Fig. 2 . Finally, we also checked that the η-pairing phase survives in the presence of small (particle-hole) symmetry-breaking terms in the Hamiltonian. In particular, all conclusions survive under a next-to-nearestneighbor hopping t 1 = 0.1t 0 .
Since the bath coupling in the above discussion is weak and does not selectively favor the η-pairing phase, the latter should be an intrinsic property of the photodoped state, and thus be accessible in real time with any protocol which realizes strong photodoping at low T eff and breaks the conservation of η . This is fundamentally different from open system realizations of η-pairing which rely on a specific type of external driving [26, 39] . An obvious attempt to reach a cold photodoped state is to create doublons and holes by resonant excitation between the Hubbard bands, and subsequently "cool" them through coupling to a bath of bosonic degrees of freedom (phonons, spins) [40] . However, direct real-time simulations of this process [22, 40] close to the Mott state have so far reported only relatively high T eff . DMFT studies also suggest that the preparation of low temperature phases, such as a Fermi liquid state, by cooling from a hot state is critically slowed down by fundamental constraints apparently independent of the bath setting [41] . To prepare the η-state it therefore seems advantageous to keep √ U D as a function of η-pairing. The rescaling is intended to demonstrate the D ∝ η 2 /U scaling. The real-time results of U = 9 and 18 are obtained using the entropy-cooling protocol (ii), where external narrow bands are coupled up to about t ≈ 100 and then detached, leaving behind an η-pairing phase. A superconducting current j is then created by a short electric pulse satisfying A = − dtE(t) ≈ −0.020 to measure D. The dashed line is predicted by the mean-field result for the phase stiffness.
T eff low throughout the process in which doublons and holes are being created. We have implemented two timedependent protocols along these lines: (i) Resonant excitation of doublon-hole pairs in a Hubbard model coupled to bosonic baths, and (ii), photoexcitation from external bands into/out of the Hubbard bands. In (ii), doublons are created in the upper Hubbard band by dipolar excitations from a narrow full band, while the lower Hubbard band is emptied by ejecting singly occupied states into the narrow empty band. Doublons and holes are cooled by entropy transfer to the narrow bands, whose width controls the effective temperature [23] . In both protocols, slow (almost adiabatic) charge transfer is necessary to reach large susceptibilities χ η . Using protocol (i), we reached double occupancy d = 0.44 and β eff = 7.7. Although these parameters fall within the η-pairing phase according to Fig. 2 , we only observe an enhancement of the susceptibility to χ η = 15 up to the maximum simulation time, while χ η is still growing (see Appendix). A symmetry broken η-pairing phase may form on longer time scales. In constrast, in the second protocol, due to the efficient entropy sink, a symmetry broken state can actually be prepared in real time. The details of the second protocol will be published elsewhere.
We finally investigate the optical properties of the η-pairing phase. In DMFT, the optical conductivity can be evaluated from the current-current (j-j) correlation function χ jj (t, t ) = δj(t)/δA(t ) through σ(t, t ) = −c ∞ t dtχ jj (t,t) [42] . This equation simplifies to σ(ω) = −iχ jj (ω)/(ω + i0 + ) in the steady-state [32] . As shown in Fig. 3 , the equilibrium system features a Mott gap of size ∼ U as expected. Strong photodoping with d ∼ 0.4 gives rise to a broad Drude peak in Re σ(ω) (ω > 0), implying normal metallic behavior. More interestingly, a negative conductivity is observed at ω ∼ U for Re σ. This can be attributed to the recombination of doublon-hole pairs under periodic driving. The η-pairing phase is, on the other hand, characterized by a clear 1/ω behavior in the imaginary part Im σ at small ω, in contrast to the normal phase where Im σ(0) = 0. In this case, a delta function peak Re σ(ω) ∼ πDδ(ω) is imposed by analyticity, where we define the SC Drude weight D = − Re χ jj (0). This delta function peak leads to the zero resistivity effect. In addition, the zero-frequency j-j correlation χ jj (0) = 0 results in the London equation j = −DA, which implies the Meissner effect and is consistent with the general property of off-diagonal long-range order (ODLRO) [17, 43] .
The SC Drude weight D is shown in Fig. 4 . (We have confirmed that the Drude weight extracted from the 1/ω behavior is consistent with the f -sum rule
, where E k is the kinetic energy of the system.) We observe that the results obtained with different protocols (real-time cooling by photodoping, bath-doping) for different doublon densities, different β eff and different U collapse onto a single line when √ U D is plotted against the order parameter |η|. (The deviation of the steadystate data at large η may be attributed to non-thermal effects induced by the bath coupling.) The scaling behavior confirms the relation D ∼ |η| 2 /U , which can be explained in the strong-coupling limit, where the phase stiffness of the η-pairing phase is given by D = 4J ex |η| 2 with exchange interaction J ex = 2t 2 0 /U [32] . This scaling confirms that the photodoped phase is characterized by universal physical properties independent of specific protocols.
Conclusion -In this Letter, we have studied the non-equilibrium phase diagram of the repulsive Hubbard model and demonstrated that the photodoping of doublon-hole pairs induces an η-pairing superconducting phase out of the Mott insulating phase. We have identified a wide range of parameters (d, β eff ) in which the superconducting phase is stabilized. Different experimental setups are proposed to realize this transition. Photodoping leads to normal metallic behavior and a negative conductivity for large frequency, while the η-pairing phase is further characterized by zero dc-resistivity and Meissner effects. Strong photodoping in a Mott insulator can potentially be realized with recent proposals [22, 23] . A large density of doublon-hole pairs can also be prepared in fermionic cold-atom systems [21, 44, 45] . The staggered η-pairing superconducting order can potentially be detected using a recent proposed noise correlation measurement in ARPES experiments [46] . Independent of the experimental implementation, our main finding of an η-pairing doublon-hole condensate over a broad range of doping levels is of general importance for various Mott insulators. Our approach to prepare cold photodoped states may be used to explore related unconventional SC orders in more complex Mott insulators with orbital degeneracy [47] , nontrivial band topology [48] , and in charge transfer insulators [49] . Further studies on the interplay between η-pairing and other degrees of freedom of the system may unveil various new hidden phases and shed light on ways of further enhancing the η-pairing phase [26] .
We acknowledge discussions with T. Kaneko This section provides details on the non-equilibrium formulation of Dynamical Mean-Field Theory used in the main text. To deal with the superconducting order, we define the Nambu spinor
) and the Hamiltonian is rewritten as,
where the coupling to a general vector potential A(t) is assumed. The lattice problem is mapped to a single-impurity Anderson model, which is defined by the following action,
where S loc collects the local terms and ∆ A,B is the matrix-valued hybridization function determined by the selfconsistency condition for a Bethe lattice of infinite coordination number [29] ,
where D = D + + D − comes from the bath coupling as discussed in the main text. G A/B are matrix-valued impurity Green's function in Nambu basis. We assume half of the bonds connected the local site are parallel to the external field A while the other half are antiparallel to it, leading to Peierls phases of sign ±1, respectively. A(t) is set to zero in the bath-doping and entropy transfer protocols (protocol (ii) in main text). The two sublattices A, B are related by G B = σ z G A σ z in the presence of η-pairing and with σ z replaced by the identity matrix in the s-wave pairing case.
One can also consider the next-nearest-neighbor (NNN) hopping −t 1 ij σ σe iσA ψ † iσ ψ jσ . This is included by adding The low energy physics of a fermionic Hubbard model is described by a t-J model under hole or electron doping [37, 50] . In a photodoped state, the situation is different due to the presence of nonthermal doublons and holes at the same time. To derive the effective theory of the photodoped state, we assume the double occupancy is conserved, which is justified by an exponentially large lifetime of doublon-hole pairs as discussed in the main text. Following Ref. 37 , we transform the Hamiltonian (1) into a rotating frame by unitary transformation H rot (t) = e S(t) (H − i∂ t )e −S(t) , with S(t) = U t i (n i↑ − 1/2)(n i↓ − 1/2). The resulting Hamiltonian reads as follows,
where P i = n i↑ n i↓ +n i↑ni↓ = 1 − (n i↑ + n i↓ ) + 2n i↑ n i↓ projecting site i to the doublon-hole subspace withn = 1 − n and P = 1 − P. The first line of (A4) switches a doublon/hole state with its neighboring singlon state, while the second line gives rise to the creation and recombination of doulon-hole pairs. In this formalism, both creation and recombination processes are treated on equal footing and can be integrated out through a high-frequency expansion [51] . Ignoring three-site terms, the following results can be checked with straightforward calculations [22] ,
The first term in the second line is simply S
Using the identity ij a ij = ij a ji , the second term of the line can be rewritten by
The third line of (A5) can be simplified by projecting into doublon-hole and singlon subspaces, defining F ijσ = (n iσ − n jσ )n iσnjσ ,
It can be checked that the second and third terms identically vanish. The first and fourth terms read ij σ
ij σ
where P i n i = 1 and P i n i↑ = P i n i↓ are used. Collecting these terms, one then reaches the following form
The first and second terms represent the η-η exchange interaction between doublon-hole pairs and the regular superexchange interaction between spins, respectively. The third term couples doublon-hole and singlon liquids and is unchanged from (A5). The last term can be simplified to
where D is the coordination number of the lattice. This is a constant if double occupancy and total particle number are fixed and can, therefore, be neglected in our discussion. Notice that the Hamitonian (A10) does not depend on the half-filling condition and becomes equivalent to the t-J model in the absence of either doublons or holes. In fact, the absence of doublons or holes makes η + = η − = 0 and J ex η i · η j → J ex n i n j /4. A finite chemical potential µ results in the Zeeman term µη z breaking the SU C (2) symmetry. Moreover, next-nearest-neighbor (NNN) hopping results in frustration in the ordering. These terms, when being small, should suppress but not necessarily wipe out the η-pairing phase completely.
Optical conductivity in Bethe lattice
In this section we calculate the longitudinal optical conductivity in the Bethe lattice. The hybridization function is ∆ A (t, t ) = ∆ R A (t, t ) + ∆ L A (t, t ), where we have assumed two sublattices A, B as above. The σ z comes from the Nambu formalism. In the following we will omit the subscript A, B unless it would be ambiguous. Then the current can be expressed as follows,
To obtain the susceptibility, we differentiate the functional J[A(t)]
We note that ∆ R = ∆ L for A(t) = 0. This causes the first line of (A13) to vanish identically. On the other hand, the functional derivative of ∆ leads to
where the δG/δA terms cancel on subtracting the two terms at A = 0. Thus we finally have
To study the normal phase, we can simply replace σ z by the identity matrix I, and it is straightforward to verify that the Drude weight vanishes in that case. In fact,
dtχ(t,t) has a jump at t = t due to the delta function in χ. As a result, the integration of σ(t, ω) satisfies
Phase stiffness of the η-pairing condensate
Consider a half-filled repulsive Hubbard model which couples to a constant and spatially uniform vector potential A. By particle-hole transformation
, the repulsive Hubbard model with positive U can be cast into an attractive model as follows,
Hence, the coupling to a constant gauge field in the repulsive model is mapped to an analogous spin-orbit coupling in the attractive model. A local basis rotation can eliminate the phase factor,
Under this transformation, the local spin operator is mapped to
which applies to S − = S + † analogously. One can generally consider a time-dependent vector potential A(t) and make a time-dependent Schrieffer-Wolff transformation. Here we restrict ourselves to a constant A, in which case the effective spin model would simply be a (ferromagnetic) Heisenberg model. With J ex = 2t 2 /U ,
where H hop is the doublon/hole hopping term giving rise to the regular part of optical conductivity. With normal current neglected, the SC current along bond e can be expressed as j e = − δH eff /δA e = iJ ex e 2iAe S
where A e = A · e. The expressions are exact up to this point. To proceed, we make a spatial mean-field approximation as follows,
where |S| is the magnitude of the (spatially uniformed) order parameter in the x-y plane. Finally we have
and we can identify D = 4J ex |η| 2 after transforming back to the original repulsive model.
Real-time protocol
We will investigate a real-time excitation protocol in a single-band Hubbard model excited by an electric field and attached to dissipation leads. For large enough gap, this protocol leads to a nonequilibrium (quasi)-steady state. This analysis is an extension of the work done in Ref. 22 to the symmetry-broken phase. The authors of Ref. 22 considered a periodic driving and a coupling to a continuum of phonons. We have repeated their analysis within the symmetry-broken formalism and applied a pairing field. Despite an exhaustive scan over the parameter space, we could not find a symmetry broken state in the long-time limit. The main obstacle is a high effective temperature, which was typically β eff ≈ 1, in agreement with the analysis in Ref. 22 . Here, we propose an alternative protocol using a chirped electric field pulse. In this protocol, the electric field is given by E(t) = E 0 sin(ω(t)t), where we use a slow chirping of the electric field ω(t) = ω 0 + αt. This protocol leads to a build-up of distributions with lower effective temperatures as does the periodic driving, but the minimum rate of the chirping is limited by the maximum propagation time accessible in the numerics.
The most efficient cooling bath that we found is a combination of a high-energy ω H = 1.0 and low-energy ω H = 0.2 phonon. To induce a symmetry breaking, we have applied a weak pairing field h x = 0.01, which we gradually turn off, and follow the time evolution of the pairing susceptibility χ η , see Fig. A1(a) . The pairing susceptibility is strongly increased. Similarly, the double occupancy d is strongly enhanced, see Fig. A1(b) , and in the longtime limit reaches the value d = 0.44. Due to the applied electric field, we have averaged the spectral function A(ω, t) = − 1 π Im t+tcut t dt e iω(t −t) G r (t , t) over two periods of the oscillationĀ(ω, t) = A(ω, t)dt, where T = 4πω(t), see Fig. A1(c) . By fitting to a Fermi distribution function in the upper Hubbard band, we have determined the effective inverse temperature to be β eff = 7.7. A comparison with the phase diagram in Fig. 2 would suggest that a state with double occupancy d = 0.44 and β eff = 7.7 should be within the symmetry broken state. This is further confirmed by the fact that the order parameter persists even when the pairing field h x is turned off. However, a strict criterion for the spontaneous symmetry breaking can be that the final state becomes independent of the size of the initial pairing field h x . A test with h x = 0.001 shows that the state in the long-time limit still depends on the initial pairing field. Despite the strongly enhanced susceptibility χ η ∼ 15 in the long-time limit, the dependence on the initial pairing field implies that the reached state has not yet entered the η-pairing state. However, the χ η keeps increasing for the longest propagation times available and may eventually lead to a symmetry-broken phase for significantly longer simulation times. 
